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Quality is the result of combining
several focused initiatives, all
with one common goal,
that being TOTAL
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

THE QUALITY
There are several possible ways to work towards Total
Customer Satisfaction. RuB has pursued, not the most
expedient way, but the most reliable!
We could have chosen any inexpensive rubber stamp
certification and the result would have been an official piece of
paper. However, based on our corporate motto "Meeting
Standards is our Standard", we decided to go with the best:
Lloyd's ISO 9001 certification process is a rigorous one and
passing its audits is the most reliable indicator of quality
products.
Lloyd's certification logo is the benchmark quality standard
around the globe.

RuB's quality procedures utilize the most innovative yet
time tested technology available including computerized
inspection creating the database for immediate monitoring
of production, for several statistical analysis and machine
capability surveillance.
Product identification is also highly regarded using
dedicated bar-coding tools, FIFO and avoiding manual
entries to ensure efficiency.
To us quality also means providing maximum information,
communication and cooperation from our professional
team of experts.
RuB is steadily growing and improving at all levels.
Join us and you will earn a reliable partner.
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RUBINETTERIE UTENSILERIE BONOMI
Philosophy! It's incredible how important this word is.
The things you do and the way you do them, depend on your
philosophy. Philosophy leads decisions that make your future

THE HISTORY
When you decide to purchase a valve, your philosophy will lead you to
choose RuB, because RuB meets the standards, makes quality and makes
the difference. RuB specializes in brass ball valves and delivers highest
quality for any application.
Our philosophy leads us to believe in technology, automation,
quality,tradition, personal relationship, competition, and makes RuB growing
step by step on small daily thoughts put together with enthusiasm.
Automation is a password we often use: to make a first class valve, RuB uses
high-tech machinery serving qualified people.
Audit us and realize the meaning of having the right people in the right place
at the right time. This, and more, is all it takes to make one of the millions
valves leaving our plant every year: the valve you deserve.

Historically the company started in the nineteenth century, but the present RuB
organization was started in 1955 making brass OEM parts for the Italian market. Years
later, our company began its export activity and started production of ball valves.
Mr. Silvio Bonomi, President, has financed the development of the company and
continues to manage daily operations.
Mr. Luciano Bonomi is the engineer of the family and takes care of the production
organization and development of new projects; also, he administrates contacts with
German and French customers.
Mr. Sandro Bonomi is in charge of administration, marketing and sales to English
speaking customers; he studied accounting.

Experience and quality philosophy brought RuB to offer a verified Quality Assurance package.
The RuB organization has received ISO9001 approval by the worldwide known Lloyd's Register; additionally our products obtained
a number of specific approvals.

THE TECHNOLOGY
A computerized Quality Assurance System monitors production and inward material, in
accordance with Quality Assurance Handbook, Procedures and Specifications.
X bar and R charts, for inspection of machine capability, are used constantly, and several
inspections on products, processes and projects, assure top quality is delivered to the
field: inward, machining and assembly operations are severely checked; among the
control equipment used in the plant, auditors can see calipers and gauges for dimensions,
roughness and hardness measures, stereoscope, couloscope, contour projectors.

All instruments for Quality Assurance are put in an isolated purpose-built metrological
room which guarantees constancy of measurements. Material and machining
certificates are available.
Zero leakage is guaranteed by 100% seal test performed for a minimum of 24 hours on
each single valve using the unique RuB double test method. RuB valves have been
designed with long life and reliability criteria.
Our literature describes features, specifications and options available for each product.
Focus on quality together with continuous investments in new machinery, equipment
and automation allow RuB to supply also other manufacturers; our company is well
repute d for fine quality, good service and competitive prices.

Nowadays 98% of the production is exported to the most industrialized countries in the world; we are confident our company
can supply the best quality/price ratio available in the market and would be honored if you would test us.
An audit at the plant would be an excellent opportunity to supply additional information, and to reply to your questions and
inquiries.
RuB range includes several standard and full port, heavy duty and low pressure two way brass ball valves suitable for many
applications as gas, water, steam, sewage, oil, petrol, compressed air, paint, etc., plus 90° angle valves, radiator valves, 3-way
ball valves, gate valves and check valves.
The range includes BSPP parallel, BSPT taper, ISO and NPT Female by Female, Male by Female and Male by Male threads,
union ends, sweat ends, flare ends, side drain, sizes from 1/8” through 4”, many options interchangeable among most lines
and new projects are always under evaluation. Silicone-free lubricant is used in all valves and no ozone depleting substances
are used. In addition to the standard valves, RuB offers its organization for construction of special customized brass products.
Why should you choose RuB rather than any other valve manufacturer in the market? Because RuB's management is quality
oriented, 'cause RuB is an organization which always assist you, 'cause RuB is a focused factory, 'cause the size of the
organization allows for flexibility, 'cause we supply the performance you deserve and 'cause...

MEETING STANDARDS IS OUR STANDARD
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GAS
PLUMBING
WATER
INDUSTRY
PNEUMATIC

PRODUCTS RANGE
GAS
1.1

K.60 Heavy Duty Full Port DIN 3357 ball
valves
K.84 Full Port DIN 3357 ball valves
S.84 EN331 Full Port ball valves
S.84 BSPT Full Port Ball valves
S.10TE Quick-Con with thermal safety
device
S.10 Quick-Con DIN 3383 safety ball valve
K.84GW Ball valves approved gas and water
S.84GW Ball valves approved gas and water

WATER
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10

S.90 Full Port ball valves
S.96 Extended Stem Full Port ball valves
1.2
S.63 reduced port ball valves
1.3
S.90 Union Connection Full Port
1.4
S.24 DZR Full Port ball valves
1.5
S.26 DZR Extended stem ball valves
S.20 DZR Full Port ball valves
1.6
S.28 DZR Full Port compression ends
1.7
S.21 DZR solder ends ball valves
1.8
S.36 DZR straight ball valve with swivel
coupling
4.11 S.36 DZR elbow ball valve with swivel
INDUSTRIAL
coUPling
4.12 S.37 DZR mini Compression ends
2.1
S.33 Heavy duty full port ball valves
4.13 S.88 BSPT Reduduced port ball valve
2.2
S.85 Full Port Ball valves
4.14
T.90 ACS Full Port ball valves
2.3
S.100 3-WAY full port ball valves
4.15 T.81 ACS Side Drain Full Port ball valves
2.4
S.6400 actuator mounting ball valves
4.16
S.63 Spring return reduced port ball valves
2.5
K.6405 Actuator mount. DIN3357 ball valves
4.17
K.84GW
Ball valves approved gas and water
2.6
S.6400LT actuator mounting ball valves
4.18 S.84GW Ball valves approved gas and water
2.7
S.7400 3-way diverting
4.19
S.24 Press Ends
2.8
EA Pneumatic Actuators
2.9
C-Tork Compact light weight el. actuator
PLUMBING
2.10 S.59 m/m reduced port ball valves
2.11 S.37 union end ball valves
2.12 S.17 DrainLock
5.1
S.99 Economy Full Port ball valves
2.12b S.172 DrainLock
5.4
S.94 For Fluid Detection Full Port ball valves
2.13 K.60 Spring return
5.5
S.81 Side Drain Full Port ball valves
2.14 S.84 EN331Spring return
5.6
S.160 union connection ball valves
2.15 Compact Power Electric Actuator
5.7
S.55 KFE ball valves
5.8
S.120 brass check valves
PNEUMATIC
5.9
S.123 heavy pattern brass check valves
5.10 S.142 BIB-COCK with 3/4” Outlet and hose
3.1
S.93 DIN/ISO full port exhaust ball valves
5.11 S.140 Bib-cock
3.2
S.93 BSPT full port Exhaust ball valves
5.12 S.110 brass gate valves
3.3
S.34 ISO 228 Mini drawn ball valves
5.13 S.111 Heavy pattern brass gate valves
3.4
S.35 ISO 228 mini drawn ball valves
5.14 S.126 Swing check valves
3.5
S.35 BSPT MINI DRAWN BALL VALVES
5.15 S.124 foot valves
3.6
S.35 Panel Mount Kit
5.16 S.128 Y Strainer
5.17 S.6090 Square head

OPTIONS
6.1
6.2
6.3

Lockable HaNDle For most RuB ball valves
Oval Lockable HaNDle to RuB forged valves
Stem Extension For most RuB ball valves

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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K.60

heavy duty full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent thread sealant
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
- Approved by DVGW according to EN331 (D), SVGW (CH), Danmarks
Gasmateriel Provning (DK), European Council (EU), GOST-R (RU),
Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE
module B+D by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660
and UNI 5705-65) specification
- 100% full port for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction
making installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

Options:
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- No maintenance ever required

- Patented locking device

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem,
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating,
- Handle clearly shows ball position,
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads,
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals,
- See non-shock cold working pressure on chart,
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve),

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

Approved By:

- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and
pressure rating is 5 bar.

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115
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K.60

heavy duty full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Nickel plated body
Seat
Chrome plated ball

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Nickel plated end cap
Nickel plated stem O-ring design

Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”
as follow

Geomet nut
O-ring

Cat. III B+D

1115

PS: 5 GAS
TS1: -20° C
TS2: +60° C

Yellow PVC coated geomet steel handle

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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k.84

Full Port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by DVGW according to EN331 (D), SVGW (CH), Danmarks
Gasmateriel Provning (DK), tested and EC certified by British Gas (UK), GOST-R
(RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- Stem extension

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- T-handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- Oval lockable handle

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- Patented locking device

- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure

Upon request:
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Custom design

Approved By:

- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar.

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115
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k.84

Full Port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Nickel plated body

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Ball seat
Chrome plated ball

Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”
as follow

Nickel plated end cap
Nickel plated stem O-Ring design

Cat. III B+D

1115

Geomet nut

PS: 5 GAS
TS1: -20° C
TS2: +60° C

O-ring
Yellow PVC coated geomet steel handle

Code
D (inch)

3/4

1

1 1/4

1 1/2

10

15

20

25

32

40

50

12

15.5

17

21

23

23

26.5

60

75

80

90

110

120

140

22.5

29.5

32

40.5

46.5

51

60.5

3/8

DN (mm.)

8

I (mm.)

12

L (mm.)

50

G (mm.) 22.5

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

1/2

1/4

2

A (mm.)

82

82

100

120

120

158

158

158

H (mm.)

38

38

43

50

54

73

79

86

CH (mm.)

20

20

25

32

41

50

55

70

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.84 EN331

full port 1/4” - 4”
hot forged brass ball valves

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by British Gas (UK), DVGW (D), SVGW (CH), Suruhanjaya Tenaga
(MY), Danish Board of European Technical Approval for Construction Products
VA approval (DK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), The
Australian Gas Association (AUS), Factory Mutual (FM), UkrSepro(U), Water
Regulation Advisor Scheme (United Kingdom)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options up to 2” size:
- Male by Female threads up to 4”
- Stem extension

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- T-handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- Oval lockable handle up to 2”, round over 2”

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- Patented locking device

- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Upon request:
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design.

Approved By:

- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) up to 2”, 30 bar over 2”, non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115
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s.84 EN331

full port 1/4” - 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Nickel plated body
1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Seat
Chrome plated ball
Nickel plated end cap
Nickel plated stem O-ring design
Geomet nut
O-ring
Yellow PVC coated geomet steel handle

Code
11/4 11/2

2

21/2

3

4

40

50

65

80

100

23

23

26.5

32

35

41.5

93

102

121

156

177

216

D (Inch) 1/4

3/8

1/2

3/4

1

DN(mm.)

8

10

15

20

25

32

I (mm.) 12

12

15.5

17

21

L (mm.) 45

45

59

64

81

G (mm.) 22.5 22.5 29.5

32

40.5 46.5

51

60.5

78

88.5

108

82

100

120

120

158

158

158

255

255

255

H (mm.) 38

38

43

50

54

73

79

86

132

140

154

CH(mm.) 20

20

25

31

40

49

54

68.5

85

99

125

A (mm.) 82

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.
Stem configuration of valves over 2” is slightly different.
Ask for details at our Service Center

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.84 BSPT

Full Port 1/4”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by The Australian Gas Association (AUS), Danish Board of European
Technical Approval for Construction Products VA Approval (DK), tested and EC
certified by BSI Group according to EN331 (UK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), Factory Mutual (FM), UkrSepro (U), Water Regulation
Advisor Scheme (United Kingdom)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 7/1, BS 21 BSPT Taper Female by Female threads

Options up to 2” size:
- Male by Female threads
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle up to 2”, round over 2”
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device for valves up to 4”

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,
- Glass filled PTFE seats,
- Custom design.

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) up to 2”, 30 bar over 2”, non-shock cold working pressure

Approved By:

- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115
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s.84 BSPT

Full Port 1/4”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.
Stem configuration of valves over 2” is slightly different.
Ask for details at our Service Center

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s. 10 TE quick connecting
Safety Gas Stop valve - 1/2”
with Thermal Safety Device

New German regulations specify use of tamper-proof valves for gas
distribution inside houses.

Fired tested at
650 °C (1200F)

The RuB quick connecting s.10-TE ball valve is designed to meet such
requirements.
A red label shows that valve is closed and you can easily fit the quick
connecting coupling to the valve; turn the coupling clockwise to lock it in
place and turn it completely to fully open gas flow to your appliance.
The coupling cannot be disassembled without shutting off the valve with a
real temper-proof engineering. An additional device, thermal sensitive,
automatically closes the flow when temperature reaches 100°C making this
product totally safe.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged chrome plated and polished brass body
- Safety design according to DIN 3383 part 1 - DVGW - DG-4606AO1332 approval
for all inflammable kinds of gas according to specification G 260/1, GOST-R
(RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Thermal device in chrome plated steel, approved by DVGW
- Nominal pressure PN 4 HTB-configuration up to 820°C, 30 min
- Setting-off temperature 100°C
- 100% seal tested guaranteed
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- FPM seats for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Color label clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1 part 1 inlet connection
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seats
- 100 mbar working pressure
- Range: -5°C to +100°C working temperature

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s. 10 TE quick connecting
Safety Gas Stop valve - 1/2”
with Thermal Safety Device
Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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s. 10 quick connecting
1/2”- safety gas valve

More and more regulations in Europe specify use of tamper-proof valves for
gas distribution inside houses.
The RuB quick connecting s.10 safety ball valve is designed to meet such
requirements.
A red label shows that valve is closed and you can easily fit quick connecting
coupling to the valve; turn the coupling clockwise to lock it in place and turn
it completely to fully open gas flow.
The coupling cannot be disassembled without turning off the valve which
makes this device easy to use, tamper-proof and safe.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged chrome plated and polished brass body
- Safety design according to DIN 3383 part 1 - DVGW approval No. NG
4606AO1003 (D), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications

Upon request:
- Sand-blasted nickel plated body,
- Custom design.

- Compact fire-safe design tested at 650°C
- 100% seal tested guaranteed
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required
- Colored label clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1 part 1 inlet thread

Approved By:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 100 mbar working pressure
- Range: -5°C +100°C working temperature

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s. 10 quick connecting
1/2”- safety gas valve
Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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K.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”-2” hot forged brass ball valves
Legionella is a bacterium that lives and proliferates in natural and artificial
aquatic environments at temperatures ranging between 5.7°C and 55°C and
standing up to acidic and alkaline environments. New K.84 maintains
certification for use with gas and adds approval for use in drinking water; the
specific ball design avoids water stagnation and the spread of bacteria in the
system.

Features and Specifications:
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- Hot forged sand blasted, external nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by DVGW (D) according to DIN-EN 13828 and W570-1 for potable
water and DIN-EN 331 for gas, GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life with rinse hole
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

Upon request:
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

Approved By:

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- General use: 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- DIN-EN 13828 limitations for Potable Water: 10 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold
working pressure and +65°C temperature (occasional excursions up to 90°C are
permitted for a period of 1 h maximum)

ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- DIN-EN 331 limitations for Gas: 5 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
or use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar.
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K.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”-2” hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Lever with marking for drinking water.

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”- 2” hot forged brass ball valves
Legionella is a bacterium that lives and proliferates in natural and artificial
aquatic environments at temperatures ranging between 5.7°C and 55°C and
standing up to acidic and alkaline environments. New s.84 maintains
certification for use with gas and adds approval for use in drinking water; the
specific ball design avoids water stagnation and the spread of bacteria in the
system.

Features and Specifications:
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- Hot forged sand blasted, external nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by DVGW (D) according to DIN-EN 13828 and W570-1 for potable
water and DIN-EN 331 for gas, GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U), ACS (F)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
(K84 model)
- Male by Female threads
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life with rinse hole

- Patented locking device

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

Upon request:

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required

- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115

- General use: 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- DIN-EN 13828 limitations for Potable Water: 10 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold
working pressure and +65°C temperature (occasional excursions up to 90°C are
permitted for a period of 1 h maximum)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- DIN-EN 331 limitations for Gas: 5 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is 20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar
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s.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”-2” hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Lever with marking for drinking water.

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”
as follow

Cat. III B+D

PS: 5 GAS
TS1: -20° C
TS2: +60° C

1115

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Pressure - Temperature Chart
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Pressure Drop Chart
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s.33

heavy duty full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by Underwriters Laboratories (USA), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- 100% full port for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Pure PTFE adjustable packing gland and washer for lower torque and easy
maintenance
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads

Options:
- Male by Female threads
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

Upon request:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- See non-shock cold working pressure on chart

- Glass filled PTFE seats

- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

- Custom design

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.33

heavy duty full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.85

full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by The Australian Gas Association (AUS), WRAS (UK), GOST-R (RU),
Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Pure PTFE adjustable packing gland and washer for lower torque and easy
maintenance

Options:
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

- Patented locking device

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

Upon request:

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold water pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seats
- Custom design

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.85

full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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S.100 / S.101
3-way hot forged 1/4”-2”
brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- 3-way T (s.100) or L (s.101) design allows complete range of
flow handling applications
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body and caps
- Copper alloy brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164
specifications
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Extra port for lowest pressure drop
- PTFE seats

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;

- UNI 8858 cycle and torque tests performed
- Four seats design limits mixture among various fluids in the
system

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in s izes larger than 25mm;
it cannot be used with
non-dangerous gases in
sizes larger than 40mm.

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Two NBR O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

Approved By:

- ISO 228 Female threads
- See non-shock cold working pressure on chart
- Range: -10°C +120°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the
fluid in the installation may severely damage the valve)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

s.100 3-way T port

s.101 3-way L port
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S.100 / S.101
3-way hot forged 1/4”-2”
brass ball valves
Techical Specifications:

Nickel plated body
Seat
Chrome plated ball
Nickel plated end cap
Nickel plated stem O-ring design
Nickel plated nut
O-ring
Screw
Red handle

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.6400 ISO 5211

full port 1/2 ”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
More and more automation is required at all levels in our
society and the s.64 RuB range is the answer to all needs
for reliable actuated ball valve.
It features special seat design to automatically compensate for
wear and it has successfully passed 100,000 cycle* life tests.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- ISO 5211 and DIN 3337 mounting flange for universal connection to actuator
- 100% full port for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Reinforced PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip and wear compensation
design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated solid brass ball

Options:
- Special valve configurations available upon request,
- Configurations for use with slurries or liquids bearing
abrasive particles,
- s.64 configuration featuring NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1
Female by Female threads, unplated body, reinforced
seats and brass or stainless stem,
- Rack and pinion pneumatic actuator (spring return or
double acting).
- Compact Power Electric Actuator

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Nickel plated blowout-proof brass stem

Approved By:

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) up to 2”, 30 bar over 2”, non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115

You can purchase the valve alone or
with the RuB actuator already mounted.
* all size up to “2 included
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Technical Specifications:

Valves Configuration up to 2”

Ball seats and Stem configuration of valves over 2” is different.
Ask for details at our Service Center.
Torque for Actuator Sizing
Delta P 
Valve size
1/2”
3/4”
1”
1.1/4”
1.1/2”
2”
2.1/2”
3”
4”

0 ÷ 15 Bar
To
open
2,8
3,8
7,1
11,7
24,9
29,6
42
102
186

To
close
1,7
2,3
4,2
12,6
20,3
25,1
42
102
186

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
Torque correction factors

N.m

40 Bar
(30 Bar over 2”)
To
To
open
close
2,8
1,7
3,8
2,3
7,1
4,2
13,6
12,6
30,9
20,3
37
25,1
105
105
120
120
225
225

Valve torque can vary according to operating frequency, temperature,
and friction characteristics of the media.
If media has more or less friction than water,
multiply torque by the following factors.
Lubricating oils or liquids 0.8
Dry gases, superheated steam 1.5
Slurries or liquids bearing abrasive particles 1.5-2.5
For other conditions please inquire of your RuB representative or distributor.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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k.6405

actuator mounting
hot forged 1/2”÷2”
full port brass ball valves
More and more automation is required at all levels in our society
and the k.64 RuB range is the answer to all needs for reliable
actuated ball valve.
The line has successfully passed 100,000 cycle life tests and
is available in a variety of standard and customized configurations
some with special seat design to compensate for wear.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by DVGW (D), SVGW (CH), Assessment according to Pressure
Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D by Pascal (1115), GOST-R (RU),
Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Valve length according to DIN 3357 specification
- ISO 5211 and DIN 3337 mounting flange for universal connection to actuator
- 100% full port for maximum flow

Options:
- Special valve configurations available upon request
- s.64 configuration featuring NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1
Female by Female threads, unplated body, reinforced
seats and brass or stainless stem
- Rack and pinion pneumatic actuator (spring return or
double acting)

- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Double seal system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

- Compact Power electric actuator

Approved By:

- Chrome plated brass massive ball
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Especially designed blowout-proof brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar

ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115

You can purchase the valve alone or
with the RuB actuator already mounted.
Pneumatic and eletrical actuators
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Technical Specifications:
1 Nickel plated body

1

CW617N

2 Ball seat

2

PTFE

3 Chrome plated ball

1

CW617N

4 Nickel plated end cap

1

CW617N

5 Washer

1

6 Nickel plated stem O-Ring design

1

CW617N

7 O-Ring

2

FPM

Code
D (inch)

21

23

24.5

26.5

90
45.5

110
52

120
59

140
67.5

38.5

42.5

55.5

62

69

32
36

41
36

50
50

55
50

70
50

1
25

I (mm)

15.5

18

L (mm)

75
30.5

80
37

H (mm)

31

CH(mm)

27
36

B(mm)

0 ÷ 15 Bar

2
50

3/4
20

C (mm)

Delta P 

1 1/2
40

1/2
15

ØA(mm)

Torque for Actuator Sizing

1 1/4
32

DN(mm)

G (mm)

Ball seats and Stem configuration of valves over 2” is different.
Ask for details at our Service Center..

S64D05 S64E05 S64F05 S64G05 S64H05 S64I05

9

9

9

11

11

14

5.6

5.6

5.6

6.6

6.6

6.6

E(mm)

25

25

25

35

35

35

F(mm)

7.5

8.5

8.5

10

10

14.5

F03

F03

F03

F05

F05

F05

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
Torque correction factors

N.m

40 Bar

Valve size

To
open

To
close

To
open

To
close

1/2”
3/4”
1”
1.1/4”
1.1/2”
2”

3,2
4,6
11
16
28,2
38,9

2,4
3,5
8,2
14,4
25,4
35

3,2
4,6
11
16
31
49,5

2,4
3,5
8,2
14,4
28
44,5

Valve torque can vary according to operating frequency, temperature,
and friction characteristics of the media.
If media has more or less friction than water,
multiply torque by the following factors.
Lubricating oils or liquids 0.8
Dry gases, superheated steam 1.5
Slurries or liquids bearing abrasive particles 1.5÷2.5
For other conditions please inquire of your RuB representative or distributor.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.6400LT actuator mounting
full port 3/4”- 2”
hot forged brass ball valves
More and more automation is required at all levels in our
society and the s.64 RuB range is the answer to all needs
for reliable actuated ball valve.
It features special seat design to automatically compensate for
wear and it has successfully passed 100,000 cycle life tests.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- ISO 5211 and DIN 3337 mounting flange for universal connection to actuator,

Options:

- 100% full port for maximum flow

- Special valve configurations available upon request,

- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed in according to EN12266-1 RATE A

- s.64 configuration featuring NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1
Female by Female threads, unplated body, reinforced
seats and brass or stainless stem,

- Reinforced PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip and wear compensation
design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated solid brass ball
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Nickel plated blowout-proof brass stem

- Rack and pinion pneumatic actuator (spring return or
double acting)
- Compact power electric actuator

Approved By:

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure (Delta P max permissible 16
bar)
- Range: -20°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

You can purchase the valve alone or
with the RuB actuator already mounted.

Quick assembly of pneumatic
actuator with spring ring

Assembly of pneumatic
actuator with M5 nuts
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Technical Specifications:

Ball seats and Stem configuration of valves over 2” is different.
Ask for details at our Service Center..
Torque for Actuator Sizing

Delta P 
Valve size
3/4”
1”
1.1/4”
1.1/2”
2”

0 ÷ 6 Bar

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
Torque correction factors

N.m

>6 ÷ 16 Bar

To open

To close

To open

To close

1.5
2,2
2,5
5,8
7,9

1.5
2,2
2,5
5,8
7,9

2.4
3,5
4
9,5
13

2,4
3,5
4
9,5
13

Valve torque can vary according to operating frequency, temperature,
and friction characteristics of the media.
If media has more or less friction than water,
multiply torque by the following factors.
Lubricating oils or liquids 0.8
Dry gases, superheated steam 1.5
Slurries or liquids bearing abrasive particles 1.5-2.5
For other conditions please inquire of your RuB representative or distributor.

Pressure Drop Chart

*DELTA P MAX PERMISSIBLE 16 BAR

Pressure - Temperature Chart
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s.7400 3 Way Diverting

standard port 1/2”- 1”
hot forged brass ball valves
RuB s.7400 range is the right choice for fluid diversion
It is designed with robust maintenance-free components ensuring
ease of operation and safety.
With a simple 90° turn, one can divert flow from one downstream
outlet to the other. It combines traditional manual operation with
modern automation.
Infact, it is very easy to convert from its steady lever handle to actuator
ISO 5211 flange assembly. It features low operating torque and a special
self-compensating seat design that successfully passed 100,000 cycle life tests

Features and Specifications:
- 3-way L design for flow diversions
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UckSepro
(U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- ISO 5211 and DIN 3337 mounting flange for universal connection to actuator
- Standard port for compact design
- Electronic 100% seal test guaranteed
- Reinforced PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip and wear compensation
design
- Chrome plated solid brass ball

Options:
- Electric and pneumatic actuator
- Direct actuator mounting ISO 5211
- Lockable handle with stop
- Adapter flange kit with screws
- Stainless trim
- Special valve configurations available upon request

Approved By:

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Nickel plated blowout-proof brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

You can purchase the valve alone or
with the RuB actuator already mounted.
S.74 3-way "L" port mounting plan
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Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
Torque for Actuator Sizing

Delta P 

Torque correction factors

N.m

0 ÷ 30 bar

Valve torque can vary according to operating frequency, temperature,
and friction characteristics of the media.

Valve size

To open

To close

1/2”

3,1

1,8

If media has more or less friction than water, multiply torque
by the following factors.

3/4”

3,1

1,8

Lubricating oils or liquids0.8

1”

4,1

2,3

Dry gases, superheated steam1.5
Slurries or liquids bearing abrasive particles1.5÷2.5
For other conditions please inquire of your RuB representative or distributor
Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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EA Actuators

Compact Pneumatic Actuators
for 1/2” - 2” quarter turn valves

Features and Specifications:
- ISO 5211 Direct Mount on valve
- NAMUR pads for direct mounting of solenoid and limit switch
- Pilot ring for perfect alignment of shaft and stem
- Extruded aluminum body hard anodized Cylinder bore rock hard and glass
smooth
- Nickel plated steel shaft
- Stainless steel fasteners
- High tensile long life return springs
- Visual position indicator
- Indoor or outdoor installation

ACTUATOR OPTIONS AND HOW TO ORDER

- Adjustable travel stops (EA sizes 2~4)
- Fast field conversion between double acting and spring return, fail open or fail
closed

Examples
EA4-3S6 is an EA actuator, Imperial threads,
Size 3 with 6 springs (i.e. - Spring Return)
EA2-4 is an EA actuator, metric threads,
Size 4, with no springs (i.e. - Double Acting)
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EA Actuators

Compact Pneumatic Actuators
for 1/2” - 2” quarter turn valves
Construction and Materiels:

Bill of Materials - EA Actuators
EA-4 is shown. Smaller sizes have similar construction except (**) EA-1 has Nylon endcaps and pistons

** Polyoxymethylene (commonly "Delrin")
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EA Actuators

Compact Pneumatic Actuators
for 1/2” - 2” quarter turn valves
Dimensions:
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C-Tork Actuators

Compact light weight electric actuators

Features and Specifications:
- Direct ISO 5211 mount on valves
- Compact package with perfect shaft alignment
- Great compatibility with RuB 1/2” 1.1/2” ball valves
- Fire resistant plastic housing with steam proof O-ring seals,
- Working environment temperature: minimum +14° F maximum +122° F (-10°C
+50°C)
- Several voltage ratings available:
230V AC 110V AC 24V AC 24V DC 12V DC,
- IP and NEMA ratings as shown on second page,
- Auxiliary micro-switches available as shown on second page,

ACTUATOR OPTIONS AND HOW TO ORDER
Catalog codes to specify C-Tork actuators

CT

1

0

A

B

1

A

5

M

0

4

ISO 5211 FLANGE
4 = F04 MALE
7 = F07 MALE
1 = F10 MALE
0 = NOT MICRO AUXILIARY
1 = 1 MICRO AUXILIARY
2 = 2 MICROS AUXILIARY
M = MANUAL OVERRIDE
N = NOT MANUAL OVERRIDE
FREQUENCY
5 = 50 Hz
6 = 60 Hz
7 = 50-60 Hz

TORQUE (in-lb)
1 = 71
2 = 44
3 = 97
4 = 53
5 = 106
6 = 310
7 = 221
B = BIDIRECTIONAL
M = MONODIRECTIONAL
VOLTAGE
A = 230V AC
B = 110V AC
C = 24V AC
D = 24V DC
E = 12V DC
SQUARE CONNECTION SIZE
0=9
1 = 11
2 = 14
3 = 17

Note: for possibile configurations please refer to the table on the back

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
A = 2 POINTS
B = 3 POINTS
C = 2 AND 3 POINTS

Upon request actuators are assembled with valves and tested at RuB plant.

1 = MODEL 1
2 = MODEL 2
3 = MODEL 3
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C-Tork Actuators

Compact light weight electric actuators
Technical Specifications:
MODEL

ISO 5211
FLANGES

F03/05 FEMALE

CT1

SQUARE SIZE
9 - 11 - 14

AC

F03/05 FEMALE
F04 MALE
F07 MALE

STROKE
TIME
sec (90°)
45

*

VOLTAGE
OPTIONS
71

8

45

71

8

10

44

5

35

97

11

12

53

6

12

71

8

CT2

230V AC
110V AC
24V AC
230V AC
110V AC
24V AC
230V AC
110V AC
24V AC
230V AC
110V AC
24V AC
230V AC
110V AC
24V AC
230V AC
110V AC
24V AC
230V AC

12
SQUARE SIZE
9 - 11 - 14 - 17

106

12

110V AC
24V AC
230V AC

4

44

5

110V AC
24V AC
230V AC

CT3

F05/07 FEMALE
F10 MALE
SQUARE SIZE
11 - 14 - 17

50

310

35

110V AC
24V AC
230V AC

30

221

25

110V AC
24V AC

DC

CT1

CT2

CT3

FREQ.

MANUAL AUXILIARY
OVERRIDE MICROS

IP

50 Hz
50-60 Hz

44

N/A

100%

N/A

1
INCLUDED

50-60 Hz
AVAILABLE

50-60 Hz

AT COST

50-60 Hz

60%

AVAILABLE

50-60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz
50-60 Hz
50 Hz
60 Hz

N/A

AT COST
65

4X

40%

65

4X

40%

55

N/A

100%

1 OR 2
AVAILABLE
AS
OPTIONS

N/A

2
INCLUDED INCLUDED

N/A
F03/05 FEMALE
F04 MALE
F07 MALE

21

97

SQUARE SIZE
9 - 11 - 14 - 17
F05/07 FEMALE
F10 MALE
SQUARE SIZE
11 - 14 - 17

21

310

12V DC

/

24V DC

/

11

12V DC

/

24V DC

/

N/A

2
INCLUDED

35

* The CT1 actuator is monodirectional. All other models are reversing.
Shown with optional override lever
(not applicable on CT1)
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s.59

3/8”-1/2” or 1/2”-1/2”
hot forged brass ball valve
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or equivalent
thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts

Options:

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

- Stem extension

- Pure PTFE adjustable packing gland and washer for lower torque and easy
maintenance

- T-handle

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Handle removable with valve in service
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- Oval lockable handle
- Patented locking device
- AISI 430 stainless steel right hand lever

- Right or left hand lever available

Upon request:

- Handle clearly shows ball position

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,

- Male BSPT taper BS.21-1985, ISO 7/1 3/8” or 1/2” by Male ISO 228 1/2” threads

- Glass filled PTFE seals,

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

- Custom design.

- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.59

3/8”-1/2” or 1/2”-1/2”
hot forged brass ball valve
Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.37 union end

1/2” hot forged brass ball valves

Features and Specifications:
- One piece hot forged sand blasted, unplated brass body
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN12164 specification
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Union end with metal to metal sealing for maximum reliability
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof brass stem with FPM O-ring

Options:

- Nylon black wedge handle removable with valve in service

- Black or yellow wedge handle,

- Handle/stem clearly show ball position

- Screw driver or wrench operated.

- Union ISO 228 female by ISO 288 female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant
- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure (applicable to valve, not to
union end)
- Range: -20°C +90°C temperature (applicable to valve, not to union end).

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.

TOP VIEW (CLOSED POSITION)

ITALY

BOTTOM VIEW

1/2

PN30

C W 617 N
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s.37 union end

1/2” hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Unplated body
Seat
Chrome plated ball
Retainer seat
Unplated retainer nut
Unplated stem
Zinc plated screw
Black handle
O-ring
Unplated nut
Unplated 1/2" hose

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

Charts apply to valve, not to union end
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s.17 DrainLock™
Motor Drain ball valve
Specifically responding to a need in the automotive application, s.17 is fitted under
the oil sum to ease drainage operations, and furthermore granting a most reliable
tightness thanks to its special automatic locking device, even under severe
conditions of vibration stress .
Frozen drain plug and stripped threads are eliminated, no more contact with hot oil,
no messy hands or cloths and reduced oil changing time.

Features and Specifications:

D
E
T
EN

PAT

- Compact design and solid structure,
- Hot forged sand blasted unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or equivalent
thread sealant
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 to prevent corrosion,
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed,
- Glass filled pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design,
- Dual sealing system to prevent leakage,
- No metal-to-metal moving parts,
- Blowout-proof unplated brass stem,
- FPM O-ring at the stem for maximum safety,
- No maintenance ever required,

Options:
- M16x1.5 thread - Hose connection,
- M12x1.5 thread - Hose connection,
- M24x1.5-1/4” threads,

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,
- Custom design.

- 90° Opening rotation,
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem,
- Automatic lock in closed position, to prevent accidental opening and thus warrant
utmost safety,
- Tamper proof and sealed to prevent dirt or dust from entering the rotation
mechanism,

Pull and Turn to open

- Handle clearly shows ball position,
- M24x1.5 3/8” threads,
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals,

Approved By:

- 20 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure,
- Range: -20°C +130°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve).
NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.17 DrainLock™
Motor Drain ball valve

Customizable

Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.172 improved DrainLock™
Motor Drain compact ball valve

Specifically responding to a need in the automotive application, s.17 is fitted under
the oil sum to ease drainage operations, and furthermore granting a most reliable
tightness thanks to its special automatic locking device, even under severe conditions
of vibration stress .
Frozen drain plug and stripped threads are eliminated, no more contact with hot oil,
no messy hands or cloths and reduced oil changing time.
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Features and Specifications:
- Compact design and solid structure,
- Hot forged sand blasted unplated body and cap sealed with metacrylate sealant
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 to prevent corrosion
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed

Options:

- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats

- Elbow version with hose connection

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- Allen stem

- Blowout-proof AISI 316 stainless steel stem

Upon request:

- FPM O-ring at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- 90° Open / close

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball
- Aluminum body
- Custom design

- Screwdriver slot, the slot orientation shows the ball position
- M22x1.5 thread with seat for OR seal
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:

- 20 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +130°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.172 improved DrainLock™
Motor Drain compact ball valve

EXAMPLES OF VALVE DIMENSIONS AND CONFIGURATIONS
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Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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k.60 Spring Return

heavy duty full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Access to fluid systems in public places could potentially convert into costs and
safety problems. In order to avoid unattended valves being left open with negative
economic or environmental consequences, RuB developed the automatic
self-closing valve.
The valve can be opened normally by rotating the handle 90° and when the
user releases the handle, the valve shuts off automatically.
Best solution for service stations, trucks, public areas, gardens.
The same features are also useful in industrial applications,
where a valve must not be left open unattended.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
- Approved by DVGW (D), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Robust spring ensures auto shut-off with max pressure in valve

Options:
- Male by Female threads,
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle.

- 100% full port for maximum flow

Upon request:

- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

- Custom design

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required

Ball Valve is normally closed

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position

Approved By:

- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- See non-shock cold working pressure on chart
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115
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k.60 Spring Return

heavy duty full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball
Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”
as follow

Cat. III B+D

1115

PS: 5 GAS
TS1: -20° C
TS2: +60° C

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.84 EN331 Spring Return
Full Port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves

Access to fluid systems in public places could potentially convert into costs and safety
problems. In order to avoid unattended valves being left open with negative economic
or environmental consequences, RuB developed the automatic self-closing valve. The
valve can be opened normally by rotating the handle 90° and when the user releases
the handle, the valve shuts off automatically.
Best solution for service stations, trucks, public areas, gardens. The same features are
also useful in industrial applications, where a valve must not be left open unattended.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Robust spring ensures auto shut-off with max pressure in valve

Options:

- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow

- Male by Female threads,

- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle.

- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

Upon request:

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- Custom design.

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

Approved By:

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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s.84 EN331 Spring Return
Full Port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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CP Electric Actuator
Compact Power

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for RuB actuatable valves up to 1” size
- Compact package to fit in restricted spaces
- Power supply 230V AC 50Hz / 24V AC 50-60Hz
- Motor power consumption 10W
- Torque output up to 5 Nm
- Operation time 20 to 25 sec
- Working temperature -20°C +80°C
- Protection class IP65 comparable to NEMA 4X
- Micro-switches for open-close signals
- Micro-switches can pass up to 1A
- Reversing motor

ACTUATOR OPTIONS AND HOW TO ORDER

- Direct mount on valve for perfect shaft alignment
- Positive orientation between ball valve and actuator
- Actuator instantly removable for manual screwdriver operation
- Visual position indicator
- Corrosion resistant plastic housing
- Actuator has successfully passed 100,000 cycle life tests
- Duty cycle 60%

Options:
- Power supply 110V AC 60Hz
- Adaptor F03 square 9 mm
- Adaptor F03 square 8 mm

Examples
CP5A3 is an CP actuator, 5 Nm 230V AC,
3-WIRES with connection screw driver male
CP5A3-0 is an CP actuator, 5 Nm, 230V AC,
3-WIRES with connection screw driver male and
adaptor square 9 mm
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DIAGRAM FOR 2-WIRE CONTROL (ONLY CW CLOSING)

2 points command : the command is made by a simple switch or button (manually or automatically operated e.g. Traditional thermostat),
creating a bridge between the two wires reaching the actuator; when the contact is closed, the valve opens; when the contact is open, the
valve closes; upon request, the command voltage may differ from the engine power voltage.

DIAGRAM FOR 3-WIRE CONTROL (CW CLOSING)

DIAGRAM FOR 3-WIRE CONTROL (CCW CLOSING)

Note: If the limit switch signals are not to be used the yellow and pink wires must be capped to prevent accidental short circuits
3 points command: the command is made by a switch (manually or automatically operated e.g. 3 points thermostat), which diverts the voltage
to the opening wire or to the closing wire reaching the actuator; the switch may be on open or on closed position; when it is in the intermediate
position, the engine stops immediately. This option allows to stop the valve not only fully open and fully closed, but in any position
The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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CP Electric Actuator & s.31 mini
Compact Power

This newly engineered valve features all the good characteristics
of the s35 RuB mini valve, in particular:

Features and Specifications:
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem
- Compatible with most industrial fluids including those too viscous for pilot
operated valves
- 100% seal test guaranteed in according to EN12266-1 RATE A in either direction
- Working ΔP 0 to 16 bar, can operate also in vacuum lines
- Silicone-free lubricant
- Strong one piece body construction

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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CP Electric Actuator & s.31 mini
Compact Power

Pressure -Temperature chart*

Pressure drop chart
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Quick Direct Assembly on RuB s.31 mini valve:
1.

Set the actuator with spring clip slide to the right (open position)

2.

Assemble the actuator on top of valve

3.

Move spring clip to the left to lock actuator on valve

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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CP Electric Actuator & s.64LT Full Port
Compact Power

This RuB ball valve is specifically designed for heavy duty actuation
and offers upmost reliability and performance, in particular:

Features and Specifications:
- Reinforced PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip and wear compensation
design
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem
- Compatible with most industrial fluids including those too viscous for pilot
operated valves
- 100% seal test guaranteed in according to EN12266-1 RATE A in either direction
- Working ΔP 0 to 16 bar, can operate also in vacuum lines
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 100% full port for maximum flow
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required

Options:
- Stainless trim
- s.64LT ball valves are available through 2” size
- Special valve configurations available upon request

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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CP Electric Actuator & s.64LT Full Port
Compact Power

Pressure -Temperature chart*

Pressure drop chart

*DELTA P MAX PERMISSIBLE 16 BAR

Assembly on RuB s.64 valve:
1.

Position the ball of the valve to match the position (open / closed) of the actuator

2.

Mount stem adaptor (A) and F03 adaptor (B) on top of valve flange and
fix it with two screws and nuts (C)

3.

Set the actuator with spring clip slide to the right (open position)

4.

Assemble the actuator on top of adaptor

5.

Move spring clip to the left to lock actuator on valve

A

C

B
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s.93 downstream exhaust
full port 1/4”- 2”
hot forged brass ball valves

Featuring patented tamper-proof lockable handle that has no equal in the market.
RuB s.93 range exhausts automatically and continuously downstream air
pressure as soon as turned in the closed position.
Valve is lockable in the closed position only, according to Part. 1910.147 safety
OSHA (USA) requirements allowing safe maintenance of the air-supplied
equipment; when valve is open, one simple 90° turn of the handle shuts flow
immediately.
We care for those you care for.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- The valve body includes a tapped downstream depressurization venting outlet to
direct exhaust air and assemble mufflers for noise control
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications

Options:
.- NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1 Female by Female threads,

- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow

- ISO 7/1 BSPT Taper Female by Female threads,

- Glass filled PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

- Non-locking Geomet® carbon steel lever handle,

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof brass stem
- Pure PTFE adjustable packing gland and washer for lower torque and easy
maintenance

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Custom design

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Handle removable with valve in service
- Geomet® carbon steel lockable handle patent n. 7074-B/90 with thick PVC deep
coating

Approved By:

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 Female by Female parallel threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 14 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -10°C +100°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.93 downstream exhaust
full port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.93 BSPT downstream exhaust
full port ½”- 1”
hot forged brass ball valves

Featuring patented tamper-proof lockable handle that has no equal in the market.
RuB s.93 range exhausts automatically and continuously downstream air
pressure as soon as turned in the closed position.
Valve is lockable in the closed position only, according to Part. 1910.147 safety
OSHA (USA) requirements allowing safe maintenance of the air-supplied
equipment; when valve is open, one simple 90° turn of the handle shuts flow
immediately.
We care for those you care for.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
- The valve body includes a tapped downstream depressurization venting outlet to
direct exhaust air and assemble mufflers for noise control,
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications,
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow,
- Glass filled PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design,
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life,

Options:
- EN 10226-1, ISO228 or NPT ANSI B.1.20.1 Female by
Female threads
- Non-locking Geomet® carbon steel lever handle,
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts,

Upon request:

- Blowout-proof brass stem,

. Sizes 1/4" and 3/8”, and sizes from 1.1/4” to 2”,

- Pure PTFE adjustable packing gland and washer for lower torque and easy
maintenance,

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem,

- Custom design

- Handle removable with valve in service,
- Geomet® carbon steel lockable handle patent n. 7074-B/90 with thick PVC deep
coating,
- Handle clearly shows ball position,

Approved By:

- ISO 7/1, BS 21 BSPT Taper Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals,
- 14 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure,
- Range: -10°C +100°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve).

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.93 BSPT downstream exhaust
full port ½”- 1”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.34 mini

1/8”-1/2”
drawn brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- One piece drawn sand blasted brass body incorporating stem neck
which provides excellent guidance of the stem
- Approved by Danish Board of European Technical Approval for
Construction Products (DK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12164 specification
- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction
making installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Nylon black lever or T-handle removable with valve in service

Options:
- Male by Female threads
- NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1 Female by Female
threads
- Yellow lever or T-handle
- Screw driver or wrench operated

- Lever and T-handle clearly show ball position
- ISO 228 parallel threads
- Silicone-free lubricant
- Up to 15 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure

Approved By:

- Range: -20°C +90°C temperature

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.34 mini

1/8”-1/2”
drawn brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
For details on other configurations, ask our Service Center.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.35 high pressure

Mini 1/8”-1/2”
drawn brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Patent n. 7011-B/89
- One piece drawn sand blasted brass body with extremely compact
design
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- Approved by VTT (SF), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12164 specification
- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction
making installation easier

Options:

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- Male by Female threads

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required
- Blowout-proof brass stem with FPM O-ring
- Reinforced nylon black wedge handle removable with valve in service
- Handle/stem clearly show ball position
- ISO 228 parallel threads

- ISO 7/1 BSPT Taper threads
- NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1 threads
- Dezincification Resistant brass CW602N
- Aluminum body
- Nylon wedge handle yellow, red or green
- Metal wedge handle available in colours red, black,
yellow, green, light blue, chrome plated

- Silicone-free lubricant

- Grey wedge handle in Grivory® - high performing
polymer

- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure

- Screw driver or wrench operated

- Range: -20°C +90°C temperature (+120°C screw driver version and
metal wedge handle)

- Additional connection options on demand.

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.35 high pressure

Mini 1/8”-1/2”
drawn brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

PATENTED
DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
For details on other configurations, ask our Service Center.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.35 BSPT high pressure
Mini 1/8”-1/2”
drawn brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Patent n. 7011-B/89
- One piece drawn sand blasted brass body with extremely compact
design

TE
A
P

ED
T
N

- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), UkrSepro (U)
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Finest brass according to EN 12164 specification
- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction
making installation easier

Options:

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- Male by Female threads

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required
- Blowout-proof brass stem with FPM O-ring
- Reinforced nylon black wedge handle removable with valve in service
- Handle/stem clearly show ball position
- ISO 7/1, BS 21 BSPT Taper Female by Female threads

- ISO 228 parallel threads
- NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1 threads
- Dezincification Resistant brass CW602N
- Aluminum body
- Nylon wedge handle yellow, red or green
- Metal wedge handle available in colours red, black,
yellow, green, light blue, chrome plated

- Silicone-free lubricant

- Grey wedge handle in Grivory® - high performing
polymer

- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure

- Screw driver or wrench operated

- Range: -20°C +90°C temperature (+120°C screw driver version and
metal wedge handle)

- Additional connection options on demand.

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.35 BSPT high pressure
Mini 1/8”-1/2”
drawn brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Code

PATENTED
DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
For details on other configurations, ask our Service Center.

S35AW0 S35BW0 S35CW0 S35DW0

D (inch)

1/8

1/4

3/8

1/2

DN(mm)

6

8

8

10

I (mm)

11

12

12

15.5

L (mm)

43.5

43.5

43.5

53.5

G (mm)

23

23

23

28

A (mm)

22.5

22.5

22.5

22.5

H (mm)

31

31

31

33

CH(mm)

21

21

21

25

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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Panel Mount Kit
for s.35 RuB mini valves
RuB has developed this kit that allows the installation of the s.35
valves on control panels in an easy way. Only 5 simple holes are
necessary to fix the valve, in this way there is no waste of time for the
panel cutting.
This solution improves also the esthetic feature because it gives the
opportunity to leave the valve and the tubes behind the panel while
the control handle is easily accessible in the front of the panel.
A customizable label affixed on the panel clearly shows the ball
position.

Assembly of valves on panels becomes extremely rapid because
all one has to do is to drill a central hole to allow insertion of the
operating stem extension and drill 4 smaller holes in
correspondence of the crosses on the label to assemble the valve
brackets which hold the valve on the back of the panel.
The control handle mounting screw and the bracket fixing screws
are the same. All one needs is hand drill with ø 12 and a ø 4 mm bits
and a common star screwdriver

RUBINETTERIE UTENSILERIE BONOMI
Via Padana Superiore 27/29 25080 Ciliverghe di Mazzano (Bs) Italy
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Panel Mount Kit
for s.35 RuB mini valves
Kit Sections:
4

3
2

5

1

6

PART DESCRIPTION

Q.TY

1 Ball valve S.35 mini – not included

1

2 Black handle – not included

1

3 Screws

5

4 Fixing brackets

2

5 Stem extension

1

6 Labels (one vertical, one horizontal)

2

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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s.90

full port 1/4”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by Danish Board of European Technical Approval for Construction
Products VA Approval (DK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U), Water Regulation Advisor Scheme (United Kingdom)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- Dezincification Resistant brass body and components,

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- Male by Female threads,

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

- Male by Male threads,

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- Stem extension,

- No maintenance ever required

- T-handle,

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

- Oval lockable handle up to 2”, round over 2”,

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle,

- Handle clearly shows ball position

- Patented locking device for valves up to 4”.

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads

Upon request:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) up to 2”, 30 bar over 2”, non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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s.90

full port 1/4”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball
Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”, on body
over 2” as follow

S90
Cat. I - A

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.
Stem configuration of valves over 2” is slightly different.
Ask for details at our Service Center.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.96 extended stem

for insulation
full port 1/4”-2”hot forged ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Extended stem forged in one piece with body allows perfect sealing and easy
operation when valve is insulated
- Approved by Danish Board of European Technical Approval for Construction
Products VA Approval (DK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

Options:

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

- Dezincification Resistant brass body and components

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof unplated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 228 Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

- Short stem design
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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s.96 extended stem

for insulation
full port 1/4”-2”hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball
Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”
as follow

S96
Cat. I -A

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.63

standard port 1/2”- 3”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by Danish Board of European Technical Approval for Construction
Products VA Approval (DK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Standard port for compact design
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position

Options:
- Male by Female ISO 228 threads
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle up to 2.1/2”, round over 2.1/2”
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device for valves up to 3”

Upon request:

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

- Glass filled PTFE seals

- 30 bar up to 1”, 25 bar 1.1/4” through 2” and 40 bar 2.1/2” through 3” non
shock cold working pressure

- Custom design

- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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s.63

standard port 1/2”- 3”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/2”÷2” Hollow ball
Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/2” to 2.1/2”, on body
over 2.1/2” as follow

S63
Cat. I - A

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Stem configuration of valves over 2” is slightly different.
Ask for details at our Service Center.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.90 union connection

full port 1/2”- 1.1/4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:

Stubby handle
for 1.1/4”

- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN12164 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure virgin PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Aluminum T-handle up to 1”, Geomet® carbon steel stubby handle with thick
PVC dip coating over 1”
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 228 Female by union male threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
-Range: -40°C +150°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve),

Options:
- Stem extension
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Patented locking device
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Geomet® carbon steel T-handle with thick PVC dip
coating

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

Approved by:

ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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s.90 union connection

full port 1/2”- 1.1/4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:
Nickel plated body
Seat
1.1/4” Hollow ball
Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”, on body
over 2” as follow

S90
Cat. I - A

Chrome plated ball
Nickel plated end cap
Nickel plated stem O-ring design
Geomet nut
O-ring
Red T-handle
O-ring
Nickel plated nut
Nickel plated hose

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.24 DZR

full port 1/2”-2”
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Several governmental authorities recommend use of special alloys for valves handling water in
areas where there is a problem of dezincification. RuB CR valves are designed to meet such requirements.
Through the use of new technology these valves retain the reliability and competitiveness of brass,
but are comparable to bronze in corrosion resistance.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB CR valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted DZR unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Valve design and construction approved by Swedcert (S), Sintef-Byggforsk (N),
VTT (SF), WRAS (UK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
UkrSepro (U)
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- CW617N brass body and components
- Brass stem extension

- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life

- T-handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- Oval lockable handle

- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Two EPDM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- Patented locking device

- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

Upon request:

- Handle removable with valve in service

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- Glass filled PTFE seals

- Handle clearly shows ball position

- Custom design

- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads

Approved By:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range:-40°C +150°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;
it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm;
it cannot be used with
non-dangerous gases in
sizes larger than 40mm.
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s.24 DZR

full port 1/2”-2”
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Q.ty Material

PART DESCRIPTION

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

1

Unplated body

1

2

Ball seat

2

3

Chrome plated ball

1

4

Unplated end cap

1

5

Unplated stem O-Ring design

1

6

Geomet nut

1

7

O-Ring

2

8

White PVC coated geomet steel handle

1

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.26 DZR extended stem
full port 3/8”- 2”
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves

Several governmental authorities recommend use of special alloys for valves handling water in
areas where there is a problem of dezincification. RuB CR valves are designed to meet such requirements.
Through the use of new technology these valves retain the reliability and competitiveness of brass,
but are comparable to bronze in corrosion resistance.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB CR valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted DZR unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent threads sealant
- Extended stem forged in one piece with body allows perfect sealing and easy
operation when valve is isolated
- Valve design and construction approved by Danish Board of European Technical
Approval for Construction products VA Approval (DK), Byggforsk (N), VTT (SF),
Swedcert (S) and SISIR (Singapore), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications

Options:

- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow

- CW617N brass body and components

- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed

- Short stem design

- No metal to metal moving parts

- T-handle, oval lockable handle

- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

- Patented locking device.

- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life

Upon request:

- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball,
- Glass filled PTFE seals,
- Custom design.

- Handle removable with valve in service
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position

Approved By:

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;
it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm;
it cannot be used with
non-dangerous gases in
sizes larger than 40mm.
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s.26 DZR extended stem
full port 3/8”- 2”
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:
PART DESCRIPTION

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball

Q.ty Material

1

Unplated body

1

2

Ball seat

2

3

Chrome plated ball

1

4

Unplated end cap

1

5

Unplated extended stem O-Ring design

1

6

O-Ring

2

7

Unplated nut

1

8

Geomet nut

1

9

White PVC coated geomet steel handle

1

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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s.20 DZR

full port 1/4”-2”
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Several governmental authorities recommend use of special alloys for valves handling water in
areas where there is a problem of dezincification. RuB CR valves are designed to meet such requirements.
Through the use of new technology these valves retain the reliability and competitiveness of brass,
but are comparable to bronze in corrosion resistance.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB CR valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted DZR unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent threads sealant
- Valve design and construction approved by Danish Board of European Technical
Approval for Construction products VA Approval (DK), Sintef-Byggforsk (N), VTT
(SF), Swedcert (S), and SISIR (Singapore), WRAS (UK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic
(RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- CW617N brass body and components
- Brass stem extension
- T-handle

- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life

- Oval lockable handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem

- Patented locking device

- Two EPDM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

Upon request:

- Handle removable with valve in service

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- Glass filled PTFE seals,

- Handle clearly shows ball position

- Custom design.

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads

Approved By:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +150°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;
it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm;
it cannot be used with
non-dangerous gases in
sizes larger than 40mm.
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s.20 DZR

full port 1/4”-2”
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Q.ty Material

PART DESCRIPTION

1.1/2”÷2” Hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

1

Unplated body

1

2

Ball seat

2

3

Chrome plated ball

1

4

Unplated end cap

1

5

Unplated stem O-Ring design

1

6

Geomet nut

1

7

O-Ring

2

8

White PVC coated geomet steel handle

1

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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s.28 DZR compression ends
full port 10 - 54 mm
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves

Several governmental authorities recommend use of special alloys for valves handling water in
areas where there is a problem of dezincification. RuB CR valves are designed to meet such requirements.
Through the use of new technology these valves retain the reliability and competitiveness of brass,
but are comparable to bronze in corrosion resistance.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB CR valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted DZR unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent threads sealant
- Valve design and construction approved by Danish Board of European Technical
Approval for Construction products VA Approval (DK), Sintef-Byggforsk (N),
according to NKB product rules no.12. ”Metal compression fittings for copper
tubes”, VTT (SF), Swedcert (S), WRAS (UK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- Compression ends with extended stem for insulation (see
s.30 picture below)
- Add-on brass stem extension (s.28 only)
- T-handle

- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life

- Oval lockable handle

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem

- Patented locking device

- Two EPDM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

Upon request:

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Handle removable with valve in service
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- Compression ends to EN 1254-2 and NKB no.12

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,
- Glass filled PTFE seals,
- Custom design.

Approved By:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +150°C temperature (applicable to valve, not to compression ends)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;
it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm;
it cannot be used with
non-dangerous gases in
sizes larger than 40mm.
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s.28 DZR compression ends
full port 10 - 54 mm
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:
Q.ty Material

PART DESCRIPTION

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball

1

Unplated body

1

2

Ball seat

2

3

Chrome plated ball

1

4

Unplated end cap

1

5

Olive

2

6

Unplated nut

2

7

Unplated stem O-Ring design

1

8

Geomet nut

1

9

O-Ring

2

10 White PVC coated geomet steel handle

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

1

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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s.21 DZR solder ends

12 - 54 mm with
extended stem for insulation
hot forged ball valves
Several governmental authorities recommend use of special alloys for valves handling water in
areas where there is a problem of dezincification. RuB CR valves are designed to meet such requirements.
Through the use of new technology these valves retain the reliability and competitiveness of brass,
but are comparable to bronze in corrosion resistance.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB CR valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted DZR unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent threads sealant
- Valve design and construction approved by VTT (SF), Swedcert (S), Danish
Board of European Technical Approval for Construction Products VA Approval
(DK), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications
- Standard port for compact design
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed

Options:

- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

- T-handle

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

- Oval lockable handle

- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

Upon request:

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem,

- Handle removable with valve in service

- Glass filled PTFE seals,

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- Custom design.

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- Solder ends to NS1759 and ISO 2016
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:

- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold workng pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (applicable to valve, not to solder joints)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;
it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in
sizes larger than
25mm.
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s.21 DZR solder ends

12 - 54 mm with
extended stem for insulation
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Q.ty Material

PART DESCRIPTION

Hollow ball for D 35-42-54

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.

1

Unplated body

1

2

Ball seat

2

3

Chrome plated ball

1

4

Unplated end cap

1

5

Unplated nut

2

6

Unplated solder end hose

2

7

Unplated extended stem O-Ring design

1

8

O-Ring

2

9

Unplated nut

1

10 Geomet nut

1

11 White PVC coated geomet steel handle

1

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The given data of the pressure-temperature chart refer to the valve body.
The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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s.36 DZR

straight ball valve
with swivel coupling 15mm

Features and Specifications:
. Sand blasted DZR unplated according to EN 12164 specification
- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety
- Pure virgin PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required
- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem with FPM O-ring
- Stem clearly show ball position
- 3/4" ISO 228 female by 1/2” BS21 male threads
- Silicone-free lubricant
- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +100°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.
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s.36 DZR

elbow ball valve
with swivel coupling 15mm

Features and Specifications:
- Sand blasted DZR unplated according to EN 12165 specification
- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety
- Pure virgin PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required
- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem with FPM O-ring
- Stem clearly show ball position
- 3/4" ISO 228 female by M35x1.5 male threads
- Silicone-free lubricant
- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
-Range: -20°C +100°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

41 A/F
Flow direction
25 A/F
30 A/F

The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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s.37 DZR

mini 10 - 22 mm compression ends
dezincification-resistant ball valves
Several governmental authorities recommend use of special alloys for valves handling
water in areas where there is a problem of dezincification.
RuB CR valves are designed to meet such requirements.
Through the use of new technology these valves retain the reliability and
competitiveness of brass, but are comparable to bronze in corrosion resistance.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water
is an RuB CR valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Drawn sand blasted brass body with extremely compact design
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)

Options:
- 10mm x 12mm compression ends

- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety

- 12mm x 15mm compression ends

- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

- 15mm x 10mm compression ends

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

- Black or yellow wedge handle

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- Screw driver with wrench operated

- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- No maintenance ever required
- Blowout-proof brass stem with FPM O-ring
- Nylon black wedge handle removable with valve in service

Approved By:

- Handle/stem clearly show ball position
- Compression ends to EN 1254-2 and NKB no.12
- Silicone-free lubricant
- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +90°C temperature (applicable to valve, not to compression ends)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

RUBINETTERIE UTENSILERIE BONOMI
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s.37 DZR

mini 10 - 22 mm compression ends
dezincification-resistant ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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s.88 BSPT

reduced port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, unplated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent threads sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 specifications
- One size reduced port compact design
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure virgin PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

Options:

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1 threads

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

- Stem extension

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- T-handle

- No maintenance ever required

- Oval lockable handle

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

.- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- Patented locking device.

- Handle clearly shows ball position

Upon request:

- ISO 7/1, BS 21 BSPT Taper Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

- Male by Female threads
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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s.88 BSPT

reduced port 1/4”-2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Unplated body
Seat
1.1/2”÷2” hollow ball

Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/2” to 2”
as follow

S88
Cat. I - A

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.

Chrome plated ball
Unplated end cap
Geomet nut
O-ring
Red PVC coated geomet steel handle

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

PRESSURE - TEMPERATURE CHART
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The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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Puri T.90 ACS
full port 1/4”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Human health and safety becomes more and more an issue in today world, where pollution is
not limited to certain industrial areas, but it spreads throughout oceans and continents.
To protect its population, several governmental authorities recommend use of special
valves according to the main problems they have identified in their territory: in France ACS
(Attestation de Conformite Sanitarie) is law! Through continued R&D RuB improves life of its
end-users: our Puri-T90 (as well as Puri-T81) meets or exceeds ACS
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB
Puri-T valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged full port sand blasted, unplated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent threads sealant
- Approved by ACS (Attestation de Conformité Sanitaire) for use with drinking
water (F), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

Options up to 2” size:
- Male by Female threads
- Male by Male threads
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle up to 2”, round over 2”
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device for valves up to 4”

- Handle removable with valve in service
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

Approved By:

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 228 Female by Female threads
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) up to 2”, 30 bar over 2”, non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.
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Puri T.90 ACS
full port 1/4”- 4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Unplated body
Ball seat
Plated ball

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball

Unplated end cap
Plated stem O-ring design

Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”, on body
over 2” as follow

Geomet nut
O-ring

T90
Cat. I - A

Red PVC coated geomet steel handle

Code
D (inch) 1/4

3/8

1/2

3/4

1

1 1/4 1 1/2

2

2 1/2

3

4

DN (mm)

8

10

15

20

25

32

40

50

65

80

100

I (mm)

9

9

11

12

14

15

17

19

22

25

29

L (mm)

39

67

77

G (mm) 19.5

39

50

54

90

106

136

157

191

19.5

25

27

33.5 38.5

45

53

68

78.5

95.5

A (mm)

82

82

100

120

120

158

158

158

255

255

255

H (mm)

38

38

43

50

54

73

79

86

132

140

154

CH (mm)

20

20

25

31

38

48

54

66

85

99

125

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.
Stem configuration of valves over 2” is slightly different.
Ask for details at our Service Center

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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Puri T.81 ACS

full port 1/2” - 2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Human health and safety becomes more and more an issue in today world, where pollution is
not limited to certain industrial areas, but it spreads throughout oceans and continents.
To protect its population, several governmental authorities recommend use of special
valves according to the main problems they have identified in their territory: in France ACS
(Attestation de Conformite Sanitarie) is law! Through continued R&D RuB improves life of its
end-users: our Puri-T90 (as well as Puri-T81) meets or exceeds ACS
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB
Puri-T valve.
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Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, unplated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalen thread sealant
- ACS (Attestation de Conformité Sanitaire) approved for use with drinking water
(F), GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Double side drain allows easy and safe downstream line venting
- Plated brass ball for longer life
- Blowout-proof plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Handle removable with valve in service

Options:
- Male by Female threads
- Stem extension
- Oval lockable handle
- T-handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

Upon Request:

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Handle clearly shows ball position

- Glass filled PTFE seals,

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads

- Custom design.

- G 1/4” ISO 228 drain on both sides
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:

- 16 Bar non-shock cold working pressure,(applicable to valve, not to side tap)
- Range: -20°C +170°C temperature, (applicable to valve, not to side tap)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
The product described
in this document meets
the requirements of
PED Directive 97/23
and according to art.3
par.3, it does not
require CE marking;
it cannot be used with
dangerous gase s in
sizes larger than
25mm.
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T.81 ACS

full port 1/2” - 2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball

Unplated double side drain body
Seat
Plated ball
Unplated end cap
Plated stem O-ring design
Geomet nut
O-ring
Red PVC coated geomet steel handle
Plated cap
O-Ring

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.63 spring return

reduced port 1/2”- 2.1/2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Access to fluid systems in public places could potentially convert
into costs and safety problems. In order to avoid unattended
valves being left open with negative economic or environmental
consequences, RuB developed the automatic self-closing valve.
The valve can be opened normally by rotating the handle 90° and
when the user releases the handle, the valve shuts off
automatically. Best solution for service stations, trucks, public
areas, gardens.
The same features are also useful in industrial applications, where
a valve must not be left open unattended.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- One size reduced port compact design,

Options:
- Male by Female ISO 228 threads up to 2”
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Custom design

- Robust spring ensures auto shut-off with max pressure in valve,
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed,
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design,
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier,
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life,
- No metal-to-metal moving parts,

Ball valve is normally closed.

Approved By:

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem,
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety,
- No maintenance ever required,
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem,

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 228 Female by Female threads

ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module A

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals,
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure,

it cannot be used with
dangerous gases in sizes larger than 25mm.

- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve).
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s.63 spring return

reduced port 1/2”- 2.1/2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

PART DESCRIPTION

1.1/2”÷2 ½” Hollow ball

Q.ty

Material

1 Nickel plated body

1

CW617N

2 Seat

2

Ptfe

3 Chrome plated ball

1

CW617N

4 Nickel plated end cap

1

CW617N

5 Nickel plated stem O-Ring design

1

CW617N

6 Unplated spring nut

1

CW617N

7 O-Ring

2

FPM

8 Spring return

1

AISI302

9 Yellow PVC coated geomet® steel handle

1

DD11

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart
1/2" ~ 3/4"
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Pressure Drop Chart
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K.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”-2” hot forged brass ball valves
Legionella is a bacterium that lives and proliferates in natural and artificial
aquatic environments at temperatures ranging between 5.7°C and 55°C and
standing up to acidic and alkaline environments. New K.84 maintains
certification for use with gas and adds approval for use in drinking water; the
specific ball design avoids water stagnation and the spread of bacteria in the
system.

Features and Specifications:
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- Hot forged sand blasted, external nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by DVGW (D) according to DIN-EN 13828 and W570-1 for potable
water and DIN-EN 331 for gas, GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),
ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro (U)
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life with rinse hole
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

Upon request:
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

Approved By:

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- General use: 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- DIN-EN 13828 limitations for Potable Water: 10 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold
working pressure and +65°C temperature (occasional excursions up to 90°C are
permitted for a period of 1 h maximum)

ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- DIN-EN 331 limitations for Gas: 5 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
or use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is -20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar.
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K.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”-2” hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Lever with marking for drinking water.

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”- 2” hot forged brass ball valves
Legionella is a bacterium that lives and proliferates in natural and artificial
aquatic environments at temperatures ranging between 5.7°C and 55°C and
standing up to acidic and alkaline environments. New s.84 maintains
certification for use with gas and adds approval for use in drinking water; the
specific ball design avoids water stagnation and the spread of bacteria in the
system.

Features and Specifications:
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- Hot forged sand blasted, external nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with
Loctite or equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by DVGW (D) according to DIN-EN 13828 and W570-1 for potable
water and DIN-EN 331 for gas, GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU),ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU), UkrSepro (U), ACS (F)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Assessment according to Pressure Equipment Directive 97/23 CE module B+D
by Pascal (1115)
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier

Options:
- Valve length according to DIN 3202 M3 specification
(K84 model)
- Male by Female threads
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life with rinse hole

- Patented locking device

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

Upon request:

- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required

- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:
ASSESSMENT
ACCORDING TO
97/23 CE
module B+D
by Pascal

1115

- General use: 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
- DIN-EN 13828 limitations for Potable Water: 10 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold
working pressure and +65°C temperature (occasional excursions up to 90°C are
permitted for a period of 1 h maximum)

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- DIN-EN 331 limitations for Gas: 5 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- For use with dangerous fluids temperature rating is 20°C +60°C and pressure
rating is 5 bar
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s.84 EN331 Gas and Water

1/4”-2” hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Lever with marking for drinking water.

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

Ball valves are marked
CE on handle from
1.1/4” to 2”
as follow

Cat. III B+D

PS: 5 GAS
TS1: -20° C
TS2: +60° C

1115

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Pressure - Temperature Chart
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Pressure Drop Chart
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s.24 DZR Press end

full port 15 ÷ 54 mm
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Time is of essence and valve technology has progressed to save time and ease on-site installation.
RuB s.24 DZR with press ends combines first class features of our s.24 which have been optimized through years
of field experience and innovative press fittings which can be pressed with all pressing jaws and tools provided
for metal connections type M-MM.
Be kind with yourself, make sure the valve that brings you pure fresh water is an RuB DZR ball valve.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted DZR unplated body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)
- Dezincification Resistant ADZ-T and ADZ-P brass approved to SBN-PFS 1983:2
and NR-BFS 1988:18 specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated DZR brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof unplated DZR brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required

Options:
- CW617N brass body and components
- Brass stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

Upon request:

- Handle removable with valve in service

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating

- Glass filled PTFE seals

- Handle clearly shows ball position

- Custom design

- Press ends connections to EN 1254-4 approved by DVGW
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:

- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +120°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve)
NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.24 DZR Press end

full port 15 ÷ 54 mm
dezincification-resistant
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:
PART DESCRIPTION

35 ÷ 54 mm hollow ball

Q.ty

Material

1 Unplated body

1

CW602N

2 Seat

2

Ptfe

3 Chrome plated ball

1

CW602N

4 Unplated end cap

1

CW602N

5 Unplated stem O-Ring design

1

CW602N

6 Geomet® nut

1

CB4FF

7 O-Ring

2

FPM

8 White PVC coated geomet® steel handle

1

DD11

9 O-Ring

2

EPDM

2

BRONZE
CuSn5Zn5Pb5-C

10 Unplated press end connection

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart
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Pressure Drop Chart
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s.99 economy

full port 1/2”-2”
hot forged ball valves

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
UkrSepro(U)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Enameled red steel handle
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 228 parallel Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in th
installation may severely damage the valve)

Options:
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- Patented locking device
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle

Upon request:
- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.99 economy

full port 1/2”-2”
hot forged ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1.1/4”÷2” hollow ball

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.94 for fluid detection

full port 1/2”- 2”
hot forged brass ball valves

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Tapped bottom M10x1 connection for temperature detector and other devices at
user's option
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

Options:
- Stem extension
- T-handle
- Oval lockable handle
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle
- Patented locking device

- No maintenance ever required
- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Handle removable with valve in service
- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating
- Handle clearly shows ball position

Upon request:
- Glass filled PTFE seals
- Custom design

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

Approved By:

- 30 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve).

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.94 for fluid detection

full port 1/2”- 2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

1/4
1

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

1/2
1

2

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.81 side drain

full port 1/2”- 2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, nickel plated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications,
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Double side drain allows easy and safe downstream line venting

Your pipeline has been installed and running, but sometime you need to have access to
the fluid or need to get fluid out.
The new RuB s.81 side drain range of brass ball valves, allows easy access to the inside
of the pipeline for a multitude of purposes:
- drain the downstream or the whole line
- apply thermal or flow sensors
- apply pressure gauges
- divert the fluid to a new stream

- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem

All of this and more is now easy and quick with the s.81 RuB range which comes with the
usual wide handle options and various accessories.

- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- No maintenance ever required

Options:

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem

- Stem extension,

- Handle removable with valve in service

- Oval lockable handle,

- Geomet® carbon steel handle with thick PVC dip coating,Handle clearly shows
ball position

- T-handle,
- AISI 430 stainless steel handle,

- ISO 228 Female by Female threads

- Patented locking device

- G 1/4” ISO 228 drain on both sides

Upon request:

- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals

- AISI 316 stainless steel ball and/or stem

- Up to 16 Bar non-shock cold working pressure (applicable to valve, not to side
tap)

- Glass filled PTFE seals

- Range: -20°C +170°C temperature, (applicable to valve, not to side tap)

- Custom design

Approved By:

Side tap options

Drain plug

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
Cap

Drain plug with
rotating head

Air vent plug
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s.81 side drain

full port 1/2”- 2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:
Nickel plated body
Seat
Chrome plated ball
Nickel plated end cap
1.1/4”÷2” Hollow ball

Nickel plated stem O-Ring design
Geomet nut
O-ring
Red PVC coated geomet steel handle
Nickel plated cap
O-Ring
Side tap

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.
Actual flow diameter complies with full port DIN 3357 part 4.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.160 union connection
1/2” - 1.1/4” hot forged
brass ball valves

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body and cap
- Brass according to EN 12165 and EN12164 specification
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Full port for minimal pressure drop
- Outstanding sealing guaranteed by seal test on each valve
- Pure PTFE seats
- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof nickel plated brass stem
- FPM and NBR O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

Approved By:

- Handle stops on body to avoid stresses at stem
- Handle removable with valve in service
- Enameled red aluminum T-handle
- Handle clearly shows ball position
- ISO 228 Male x Female union connection

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- See chart for non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +150°C temperature.
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s.160 union connection
1/2” - 1.1/4” hot forged
brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Material
1 Nickel plated body

CW617N

2

Seat

3

Chrome plated ball

CW617N

1

4

Nickel plated nut

CW617N

1

5

Nickel plated hose

CW617N

1

6

O-Ring

NBR

1

7

Stem O-ring design

CW614N

1

8

Screw

Steel

1

Aluminium

1

9

Red T-handle
10 O-ring
11 O-ring
12 Nickel plated end cap

Ptfe

1
2

NBR

1

FPM

1

CW617N

1

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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s.55 KFE cap & strap

full port 1/4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Many HVAC applications require a blowdown valve to drain
water from the strainer.
RuB's new s.55 cap & strap valve is designed with a full port
for maximum flow.
Because of the o-ring stem seal design, no maintenance
is ever required.
3/4" inch thread gives the possibility to easily fit a hose holder
available as option, for the connection of a waste water collection pipe.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, unplated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)

Options:

- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications

- 1/4” NPT taper ANSI B.1.20.1 male thread by 3/4” NH
hose thread

- Full port for maximum flow

- Hose holder for the connection of waste water collection
pipe

- Each valve is seal tested for maximum safety
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design
- Double seal system
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life

- Screw driver or wrench operated
- Seal washer on 1/4” ISO 228 parallel male thread
- Nylon wedge handle yellow, red or green

- No metal-to-metal moving parts

- Grey wedge handle in Grivory® - high performing
polymer

- Blowout-proof brass stem with EPDM O-ring

- Additional connection options on demand

- No maintenance ever required
- Reinforced nylon black wedge handle removable with valve in service

Approved By:

- Handle clearly shows ball position
- 1/4” ISO 228 parallel male thread by 3/4” ISO 228 thread closed by cap
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +90°C temperature (+120°C screw driver and wrench operated
version)
NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.55 KFE cap & strap

full port 1/4”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

DN shows the nominal flow diameter.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.120

3/8”- 4”
brass check valves

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for domestic, industrial, pneumatic and hydraulic
installations
- Performs well in any orientation
- Hot forged CW617N brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU)
- Lowest pressure drop
- NBR 65 SH/PS seal on nylon holder
- Nylon stem allows wide range of applications

Options:

- ISO 228 Female by Female parallel threads

- Stainless steel AISI 304L filter.

- See chart for non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +100°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the
fluid in the installation may severely damage the valve)

Approved By:

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.120

3/8”- 4”
brass check valves
Technical Specifications:

1 Body

CW617N

1

2

End cap

CW617N

1

3

Stem-seat

Nylon

1

4

Seat

NBR

1

5

Stainless steel spring

AISI 302

1

D (inch) 3/8

1/2

3/4

1

1 1/4

1 1/2

2

2 1/2

3

4

A (mm) 46.5

47

53

60.5

66.5

74

80

98

103

118.5

B (mm) 34.5

34.5

42

47.5

59.5

70.5

86

102

125

154

12

12

12

10

10

10

8

8

8

PN

2

12

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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s.123

3/8”- 4” heavy pattern
brass check valves

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for domestic, industrial, pneumatic and hydraulic
installations
- Performs well in any orientation
- Hot forged CW617N brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU)
- Lowest pressure drop
- Low noise
- Low water hammer

Options:

- Strong configuration suitable to most difficult applications

- Stainless steel filter.

- NBR seal
- Perfect seal at low and high pressure, within a wide temperature
range
- ISO 228 Female by Female parallel threads
- Cracking pressure: Min 0.025 bar
- See chart for non-shock cold working pressure

Approved By:

- Sealing pressure: Min 0.05 bar
- Range: -20°C +100°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the
fluid in the installation may severely damage the valve).
NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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s.123

3/8”- 4” heavy pattern
brass check valves
Technical Specifications:

CH
Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart
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s.142 bib-cock

3/8”-1” hot forged brass
with 3/4” outlet and hose

Features and Specifications:
- Angle pattern ball bib-cock with hose fitting
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body
- Copper alloy brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 specification
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
UkrSepro(U)
- Pure PTFE seats
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- FPM and NBR O-rings at the stem for maximum safety
- Enameled red steel handle

- 3/4” threaded outlet complete with hose

Approved By:

- 15 bar (Kg/cm²) up to 3/4”, 12 bar over, non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -20°C +80°C temperature

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
1 Nickel plated body

CW617N
Ptfe

1

2

Seat

3

Chrome plated ball

CW614N

4

Nickel plated end cap

CW617N

1

5

CW614N

1

6

Stem O-Ring design
O-Ring

7

O-Ring

NBR

1

8

Screw

Steel

1

9

Red handle

FPM

10 Washer
11 Nickel plated nut
12 Nickel plated hose
13 Infuser

Code

2
1

1

Steel

1

PVC rubber

1

CW617N

1

OT63

1

Vestolen

1

142C0P 142D0P 142E0P 142F0P

D (inch)

3/8

1/2

3/4

1

DN(mm)

10

12

12

15

B (mm)

53

53

61

65

L (mm)

134

137

148.5

158

A (mm)

80

80

88.5

88.5

H (mm)

93

93

108

126

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference
to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition. RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.

- UNI ISO 228 Male inlet thread

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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s.140 bib-cock

1/2”-3/4” with plain outlet

Features and Specifications:
- Angle pattern ball bib-cock
- Hot forged sand blasted nickel plated brass body
- Copper alloy brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 specification
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU),
UkrSepro(U)
- Pure PTFE seats
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- Blowout-proof brass stem
- FPM and NBR O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

- UNI ISO 228 Male inlet thread

Approved By:

- Plain outlet
- 15 bar (Kg/cm²) 1/2” and 3/4”, non-shock cold working pressure
-Range: 20°C +80°C temperature.
NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference
to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition. RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.

- Enameled red steel handle

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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S.110

1/4”- 3”
Hot Forget Brass gate valves

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for domestic and agricultural installations
- Hot forged sand blasted brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU)
- Low pressure drop
- High performance EPDM stem seal
- Red coated steel hand-wheel
- Zinc plated steel top nut
- ISO 228 Female by Female parallel threads
- 10 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: +5°C +80°C temperature.

The Product descripted in this documentmeets the
requirements of PED Directive 97/23 and according
to art. 3, in does not require the CE marking.

Approved By:

It cannot be used with dangerous
gases in sizes larger than 25 mm
It cannot be used with non-dangerous
gases in sizes larger that 40 mm

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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S.110

1/4”- 3”
Hot Forget Brass gate valves
Techical Specifications:

1 Body

CW617N

2

Gate

CB 754S

1

3

Stem

CW614N

1

4

Body cap sealing

5

Cap

CW617N

1

6

Stem ring

CW614N

1

7

Packing gland seal

EPDM90

1

8

Packing gland

CW614N

1

9

Packing gland nut

CW614N

1

1

1

10 Red round handle

Steel

1

11 Handle nut

Steel

1

Code
1 1/4

1 1/2

2

2 1/2

3

19

27

33

44

47

60

10

10

11

12

13

13

43

48

54

58

63

70

45

50

55

60

70

80

100

68

80

86

107

134

143

175

D (inch)

1/4

3/8

1/2

3/4

DN (mm)

11

13

13.5

15.5

I (mm)

8

8

9

9

L (mm)

33

33

35

39

A (mm)

45

45

45

H (mm)

67

67

68

1

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves and consult with your supplier for special applications.
The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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S.111

3/8”- 4” heavy pattern
Hot Forget Brass gate valves

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for water-works, domestic and agricultural installations
- Hot forged sand blasted unplated brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR
(RU)
- Low pressure drop
- Heavy configuration suitable to most difficult applications
- High performance EPDM stem seal
- Strong red coated steel hand-wheel
- Zinc plated steel top nut
- ISO 228 Female by Female parallel threads
- 16 bar (Kg/cm²) for 3/8”, 20 bar over 3/8” non-shock cold
working pressure
- Range: +5°C +80°C temperature

The Product descripted in this documentmeets the
requirements of PED Directive 97/23 and according
to art. 3, in does not require the CE marking.

Approved By:

It cannot be used with dangerous
gases in sizes larger than 25 mm
It cannot be used with non-dangerous
gases in sizes larger that 40 mm

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.
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S.111

3/8”- 4” heavy pattern
Hot Forget Brass gate valves
Techical Specifications:

1 Body

CW617N

2

Gate

CB 754S

1

3

Stem

CW614N

1

4

Body cap sealing

5

Cap

CW617N

1

6

Stem ring

CW614N

1

7

Packing gland seal

EPDM90

1

8

Packing gland

CW614N

1

9

Packing gland nut

CW614N

1

1

1

10 Red round handle

Steel

1

11 Handle nut

Steel

1

D (inch)

3/8

1/2

3/4

1

1 1/4

1 1/2

2

2 1/2

3

4

DN (mm)

13

15

19

24

32

37

47

60

72

93

I (mm)

8

10

11

13

14

14

16

17

19

22

L (mm)

33

43

47

53

57

61

67

74

86

98

A (mm)

45

45

50

55

60

70

80

100

100

120

H (mm)

67

68

78

93

108

125

143

175

205

235

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves and consult with your supplier for special applications.
The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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s.126

1/2”- 4” swing check valves

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for domestic, industrial, pneumatic and hydraulic installations
- Hot forged brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Strong configuration
- Soft seal
- Compact inspection cap
- ISO 228 Female parallel thread
- See chart for non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: +0°C +90°C temperature

- Metal seal

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

Body

CW617N

1

Hexagonal cap

CW617N

1

Hexagonal cap O-ring
Inspection small cap

NBR
CW614N

1
1

Inspection small cap O-ring

NBR

1

Seal

NBR

1

Seat

CW614N

1

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference
to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition. RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.

Approved By:

Options:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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s.124

1/2”- 4” foot valves

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for domestic, industrial, pneumatic and hydraulic installations
- Valve will perform its duty no matter if installed horizontally, vertically or half way
- Hot forged brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Strong configuration
- Soft seat for positive shut-off
- ISO 228 Female parallel thread
- See chart for non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: +0°C +90°C temperature

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

1 Body

CW617N

1

2

Washer

Sinterite

1

3

Strainer

CB753S

1

4

Seal

NBR

1

5

Seat

CW614N

1

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference
to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition. RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.

Approved By:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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s.128

1/4”- 4” Y Strainer

Features and Specifications:
- Suitable for industrial, pneumatic and hydraulic installations
- Hot forged CW617N brass body
- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU)
- Range: -20°C +110°C temperature in absence of steam
- Degree of filtration: 1/4" through 2" 500μm, 2.1/2", 3", 4" 800μm,
- ISO 228/1 Female by Female parallel threads and inspection plug
- Stainless steel AISI 304 filter

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference
to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition. RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
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s.6090 Square Head

full port 1.1/4”-1.1/2”
hot forged brass ball valves

For heavy duty underground applications, this configuration is the
perfect fit.
It features strong body construction with heavy duty ball seats,
stainless steel stem and a solid, long square head that allows easy
operation when valve is installed underground.
Various optional configuration are available upon request.

Features and Specifications:
- Hot forged sand blasted, unplated brass body and cap sealed with Loctite or
equivalent thread sealant

Upon request:

- Approved by GOST-R (RU), Hygenic (RU), ROSTEKHNADZOR (RU), UkrSepro
(U)

AISI 316 stainless steel ball

- Finest brass according to EN 12165 and EN 12164 (formerly DIN 17660 and UNI
5705-65) specifications

Glass filled PTFE seats
Custom design

- Full port to DIN 3357 for maximum flow
- 24h 100% seal test guaranteed
- Pure PTFE self-lubricating seats with flexible-lip design

Approved By:

- Dual sealing system allows valve to be operated in either direction making
installation easier
- Chrome plated brass ball for longer life
- No metal-to-metal moving parts
- Blowout-proof Stainless Steel stem
- Two FPM O-rings at the stem for maximum safety

NOTE: Approvals apply to specific configurations only.

- Square head cap clearly shows ball position
- Silicone-free lubricant on all seals
- EN 10226-1, ISO 228 parallel Female by EN 10226-1 taper Male threads
- 40 bar (Kg/cm²) non-shock cold working pressure
- Range: -40°C +170°C temperature (Warning: freezing of the fluid in the
installation may severely damage the valve).

RUBINETTERIE UTENSILERIE BONOMI
Via Padana Superiore 27/29 25080 Ciliverghe di Mazzano (Bs) Italy
Ph: +39 030 212441 - Fax: +39 030 2629498
sales@rubvalves.com - www.rubvalves.com
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s.6090 Square Head

full port 1.1/4”-1.1/2”
hot forged brass ball valves
Technical Specifications:

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
Pressure - Temperature Chart

Pressure Drop Chart

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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Lockable Handle

for most RuB ball valves
in sizes 1/4”÷4”

The RuB lockable handle is made of strong Geomet® carbon
steel and designed to discourage tampering.
The RuB locking device covers the top nut of the valve making
removal impossible without a key.
Easy to install on valves in the field, the RuB lockable handle
will lock s.93 RuB valve the closed position only in compliance
with OSHA (USA) safety requirements, while other RuB valves can
Be locked in both the open and closed positions

Lockable only in closed position when
assembled on s.93 1/4”- 1” RuB range

in sizes 1/4”- 4”

Lockable in both open and closed positions when
assembled on any other 1/4”- 4” RuB range

Dimension A shows handle length from center of stem; dimension h shows height of handle compared to standard handle assembled on valves.
Two bottom lines show size of valve to fit wish each size of lockable handle. Use 9/32” size shackle padlock up to 2”, and 5/16” over.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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Oval lockable handle
To RuB forged valves*

The RuB oval / round lockable handle is for service where there
isn't enough space for levers or T-handles, or where lever
handles might be moved unintentionally.
It is made of steady carbon steel and it features the patented
RuB lockable device.
The RuB oval lockable handle is available for all sizes of forged
RuB valves up to 2” and in round shape for sizes 2.1/2” thru 4”; it
is easy to install on valves in the field or you can simply order
your RuB valves with this option.

*please apply to our office for details

Dimension A1 shows handle dimension from centre of stem.
Dimension H1 shows height of handle compared to standard handle assembled on valves.

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.
The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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Stem Extension

for most RuB ball valves
in sizes 1/4”- 2”

Today's world is conscious of the energy savings required to
maintain resources for the future. To avoid heat loss from
insulated pipes RuB offers stem extensions which provide easy
actuation with minimum disturbance of the insulated
RuB stem extensions are made of strong hot forged brass and
are designed for low heat losses from the pipe to the ambient
environment. They are easy to install on RuB valves even while
valves are in service.

Dimensions Y, y, Y1 and y1 are additional to dimension H on the relevant valve drawing

Ask for additional information on the whole range of RuB valves
and consult with your supplier for special applications.

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference to a code or standard shall be interpreted as referring to the latest edition.
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RUB, Inc.
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Phone: +1 (952) 857 1114 - Fax: +1 (952) 857 1118
info@rubinc.com - www.rubinc.com

RUB, k.k.

NK Uchi-Kanda Building, 3rd Floor 1-14-5 Uchi-Kanda, Chiyoda-ku
101-0047 Tokyo Japan
Phone: +81 (80) 68003030 - Fax: +81 (3) 5966 9982
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WARNING:

The company reserves all rights for the information contained herein. Products may be changed at any time without notice. Any undated reference
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RuB and logo are registered trademark of RuB-Rubinetterie utensilerie Bonomi. Others logos are property of respective owners.
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